4 key benefits you can get from Gemalto’s Coesys Applications Portfolio

**Speed up your eGovernment initiatives**

Tap from Gemalto’s Coesys Applications Portfolio, a set of concrete applications that will:

- **Increase security** and privacy for all
- **Enable administrations** to increase agility and quality of services
- **Strengthen and improve** the link between citizens and collective bodies

Contributing to more than 60 government programs, Gemalto has been able to develop tailored applications now available via its Coesys Applications Portfolio encompassing eID payments, border crossing, eHealth, on-line services and many others.

**Combine technologies to mobilize citizens**

- Now secure, transparent eGovernment services can be at anyone’s fingertips.

**Get results**

- **Improve** quality of services & increase citizen’s satisfaction
- **Streamline** processes
- **Make visible** productivity gains

In Oman, solutions in synergy with the national eID has given birth to numerous services such as e-Purse, e-Health and e-Voting.

Using ePurse for paying fees only takes 8 seconds compared to 3 to 5 minutes by cash transaction.

(source: Royal Oman Police, 2011)

- The waiting time in the queue from 30 minutes to between 5-8 minutes

**Reap the experience of the worldwide best models**

Experience and best practices are key assets for the success of your project:

- **Share the best practices** with Gemalto and its 60+ national government programs
- **Mobilize** our experienced service teams and established partnership network to support you

*Tap from Gemalto’s Coesys Applications Portfolio, a set of concrete applications that will:*

- Increase security and privacy for all
- Enable administrations to increase agility and quality of services
- Strengthen and improve the link between citizens and collective bodies

Contributing to more than 60 government programs, Gemalto has been able to develop tailored applications now available via its Coesys Applications Portfolio encompassing eID payments, border crossing, eHealth, on-line services and many others.

**Get results**

- Improve quality of services & increase citizen’s satisfaction
- Streamline processes
- Make visible productivity gains

In Oman, solutions in synergy with the national eID has given birth to numerous services such as e-Purse, e-Health and e-Voting.

Using ePurse for paying fees only takes 8 seconds compared to 3 to 5 minutes by cash transaction.

(source: Royal Oman Police, 2011)

- The waiting time in the queue from 30 minutes to between 5-8 minutes

**Reap the experience of the worldwide best models**

Experience and best practices are key assets for the success of your project:

- Share the best practices with Gemalto and its 60+ national government programs
- Mobilize our experienced service teams and established partnership network to support you

3 to 5 minutes with cash 8 seconds with eID payments

30 minutes 5-8 minutes